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Luxury Beach Front Condos…Olon, Ecuador 

Find your paradise here in Olon, Ecuador; your place of happiness and tranquility. Take 

an incredible 8 mile stretch of beach and add a beautifully designed modern condo 

complex and you have all the above. This project is designed for enjoying “On Beach” 

living in the comfort and safety of a condo complex.   

The Condominiums Complex will offer only 23 units ranging from 63 square meters to 

150 square meters…each unit with incredible views of the beach just steps away. 

Olon, Ecuador is one of the most sought after beaches in all of Ecuador. When you 

mention to anyone in the country that you own a place in Olon…you can see it in their 

eyes and hear it in their voice when they say “I love that beach”. You will say the same 

thing once you have stepped out on the sand and experience what might be the most 

Perfect Beach in Ecuador. This is a great beach for children (since there is no rip tide to 

deal with). No matter what you like about being on the beach, Olon will deliver. It is an 

excellent beach for beach combing, surfing, boogie boarding or just playing in the 

waves.  

The sand does a VERY gradual drop into the Pacific, thus making it very safe for 

children to play in the waves…it couldn’t be more perfect for your family and friends. 

Montañita (Ecuador’s Surfing Capitol) is just 5 minutes away with its plethora of 

restaurants and night spots to enjoy. It is call the “Party Zone”, but once you are done 

partying…you can go back to your home where Peace and Quiet are the order of the 

day. It is like having the Best of both Worlds with NO compromises. 

All units face due west and everyone has an unobstructed view to the waves just out the 

front entryway. The amazing sunsets you will experience at the end of the day when the 

big orange globe sinks into the Pacific Ocean before your eyes. It is the best half hour of 

the day…get yourself a cool drink, surround yourself with family and friends and watch 

as the sun sinks slowly in the west. Then watch the sky turn every shade of orange and 

red…stunning. 

The 23 units will be distributed on four floors and each unit will have an incredible 

view of the Olon beach…with nothing ever being built in front of your condo to 

obstruct your view. Rooms will be spacious and not cramped as you find in many 

condos offered in Ecuador. Typically beach condos are used as vacation units only in 

this country. We have designed these with “living” in mind. They will have the open 

architecture we love having the kitchen, living and dining rooms all in the same space 

for visiting while cooking and entertaining. 

The units will be 2 to 3 bedrooms and 2 ½ to 3 baths each.  The top floor units will have 

roof top decks to enjoy sunning and those incredible sunsets that take place on this 

beach.  All units will have decks off the living area to enjoy the “near perfect” temps 

year round.  Olon is one of those magical places you just want to stay there forever.   

http://ecuadorluxury.wordpress.com/oceanfront-condos-ruta-del-sol-ecuador/
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The finishes throughout the units will be of the highest quality for fit and finish.  There 

will be tile and accent packages available to customize to your personal tastes. The 

kitchen will come with a four burner stove/oven (with rotisserie), fridge and 

microwave.  Most condos in Ecuador do not supply the appliances.  You will have top 

of the line plumbing fixtures in all baths and kitchen.  Cabinets will be of the new 

composite that does not shrink, swell or warp with time.  Another big bonus is the tank 

less hot water heater being supplied with each unit.  You will have endless hot water if 

you wish and these are extremely economical with normal use.  

There will be an infinity pool and Jacuzzi on the beach side of the complex. Each unit 

will have its own parking spot and storage bodega (closet by the parking space). The 

units will be wired for phone and Internet connections as well as TV. 

So how do your reserve your “Place in Paradise”? 

You can reserve your new condo by filling up a Reservation Document and then make a 

20% down payment at signing of the contract issued by the Escrow Business Trust 

(normally within 30 days of the reservation). 

Then, you will make equal payments during the construction period on another 40% (of 

the selling price), with a balloon payment of 40% at delivery of your new condo. The 

construction period is set at 18 months. We are calculating turn-key by October 2015. 

Therefore our financing will be for the 60% of the total price, please find payment 

details in the following table: 

FINANCING 60% 

1. Signing of the  

Purchase/Sale contract. 

20%  Contracts and payments 

will only be issue to and by 

the Escrow Business Trust. 

2. 25% in equal quotas + 15% 

divided in two extra quotas 

during construction period. 

40%  First quota to start on 

August 2014. (Turn-key 

estimated by Dec.2015) 

The project is held in escrow during the pre-construction phase by the selected title 

company, Fiduciary Trust (Escrow Company), which is an insured account that holds 

your funds until construction starts. Construction starts at what’s called the “equilibrium 

point” or half of the project being sold. 

We will like to provide the greatest experience here at the beach in Ecuador, one that 

you will tell your friends and family about. 


